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this is because the majority of the errors that occur on a piece of equipment occur during the first few years that that
it is being used. by having a maintenance schedule, you will be able to maintain the machine while it is being used.
this will extend the life of the asset and will assist in overall more efficient operation of the machine, which will in

turn, save your business money. the maintenance schedule software integrates well with a company’s asset
management system, providing a complete and powerful asset management solution for every one of your internal
and external staff in a matter of minutes. some vendors also provide it staff training tools for their software. cogz

works with nearly every asset management system available. whether you run a simple shop-based it or a complex
medical imaging center, you’ll find that this software will help you take stock of your equipment. cogz is built to save
money by providing you with the access to the tools you need to keep your equipment up and running at maximum
efficiency, just like a professional equipment manager would. a cmms (or a computerized maintenance management

system) will save the company money in the end and provide them with a reliable and easy to use piece of
equipment that can be integrated into the front end of their phone system. silver reef casino, a gaming resort on
black hawk mountain in nevada saw immediate increases in revenue thanks to cogz cmms. at $7,000 a year per

machinecogz cmms saved silver reef casino a significant amount of time and money, by scheduling regular
equipment maintenance, preventing major failures and associated high downtime, and reducing repairs due to

equipment faults.
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when i purchase cogz cmms, i always make sure that i also purchase the next release of the software. while i like the
basic functionality of cogz cmms, there are a few things that i would like to see improve in the future. for instance, i'd

like the backup system to be much better. cogz cmms offers the ability to track all of your equipment down to the
printer. and because it's so easy to customize the program, you can even monitor what's going on in your printers. if
they stop printing, you can be notified and you can solve the problem quickly. here are just a few of the benefits you

will receive when you choose cogz cmms software. auto updates with configurable scheduling supports any
equipment supports any industry simple intuitive interface intuitive wo/jt viewing supports mobile reports supports
any asset cogz has integrated the best features of the competition. cogz cmms software is designed to meet the
challenges of your business. maintenance records can be updated automatically, and integrations with billing and

asset management systems is simple. receive the tools you need to keep your assets running efficiently and in tip-top
shape. cogz cmms software is designed to be an asset management system for any industry, size or model. it covers
the important aspects, including maintenance records, work order, inventory, asset management and job scheduling.
in detail view, maintenance history, contact details, equipment details etc are easy to see. the date range, accounting

area, month/year group and job type help with large amounts of reporting in a simple fashion. 5ec8ef588b
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